The goal of salient region detection is to identify the regions of an image that attract the most attention. Many methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance levels on this task. Recently, salient instance segmentation has become an even more challenging task than traditional salient region detection; however, few of the existing methods have concentrated on this underexplored problem. Unlike the existing methods, which usually employ object proposals to roughly count and locate object instances, our method applies salient objects subitizing to predict an accurate number of instances for salient instance segmentation. In this paper, we propose a multitask densely connected neural network (MDNN) to segment salient instances in an image. In contrast to existing approaches, our framework is proposal-free and category-independent. The MDNN contains two parallel branches: the first is a densely connected subitizing network (DSN) used for subitizing prediction; the second is a densely connected fully convolutional network (DFCN) used for salient region detection. The MDNN simultaneously outputs saliency maps and salient object subitizing. Then, an adaptive deep feature-based spectral clustering operation segments the salient regions into instances based on the subitizing and saliency maps. The experimental results on both salient region detection and salient instance segmentation datasets demonstrate the satisfactory performance of our framework. Notably, its AP r @0.7 reaches 60.14% in the salient instance dataset, surpasses the state-of-the-art methods by about 5%.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE seminal work by Itti et al. illustrates that the most arresting objects are usually visually salient [1] . Salient object detection models aim at highlighting the most attractive regions of an image, simulating the visual attention process in human visual systems [2] . In contrast to image segmentation and target recognition, saliency maps are determined by only the most salient objects [3] . Salient object detection has recently attracted considerable interest in computer vision tasks such as scene understanding [4] , image editing [5] , image retrieval [6] , video summarization [7] and robotic perception [8] .
Over the past two decades, saliency detection has played an increasingly important role in computer vision problems. The accuracy of salient object detection has improved rapidly due to the renaissance of convolutional neural network (CNN) models [9] , [10] , which have shown superior performance over traditional solutions [11] - [13] . Due to the multilevel and multiscale features extracted by CNNs, the most salient objects can be captured with high precision [14] . However, the previous works like [15] - [17] focused only on the salient regions and overlooked the individual instances of salient regions. Currently, a new challenging task has gradually attracted widespread attention: instance-level salient object segmentation (or salient instance segmentation for short), which was first proposed by et al. [18] . Compared to salient object detection, salient instance segmentation attempts to discriminate individual object instances in the salient regions of an image or scene. The resulting instance-level saliency maps foster a more detailed analysis by labeling each instance with an accurate pixelwise segmentation map. Compared to general instance segmentation, salient instance segmentation predicts salient object instances without categorizing the objects and has more specific and in-depth application areas than does salient object detection, including target recognition, driver assistance and image captioning [19] .
Salient instance segmentation is challenging because the salient regions exhibit boundaries that are often obscured or overlapped with other instances that possess similar features. Moreover, the high occlusion probability and the diverse shape deformations have a negative effect on the ability to distinguish intersecting instances [20] . In general, the existing methods locate individual instances in salient regions with the aid of proposals. Li et al. combined salient object proposals and contours to generate the final instances [18] . S4Net also uses RPN (Region Proposal Network) to generate a number of proposals, and then uses SID (salient instance discriminator) to segment the salient instances [21] . However, the proposalbased approach has some important drawbacks. First, region proposal schemes typically generate hundreds of candidate bounding boxes, and filtering these numerous proposals to obtain an optimized subset is inefficient [22] , [23] . Second, the proposed bounding boxes do not produce boundaries for strongly occluded objects. Consequently, the post-processing algorithm has considerably difficulty detecting highly accurate object boundaries.
In this paper, we propose a proposal-free method to effectively solve the salient instance segmentation task. The pipeline of the salient instance segmentation process used by the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Different from existing methods based on object proposals, the proposalfree method applies salient object subitizing process rather than proposals to avoid the aforementioned disadvantages of proposals [24] . In addition, some proposal methods used for object detection are category-dependent, which makes them inappropriate for use in salient instance segmentation because the goal is to distinguish individual instances rather than perform category-level segmentation. We focus on category-arXiv:1909.13240v1 [cs.CV] 29 Sep 2019 independent salient instance segmentation and propose a multitask neural network that applies two parallel branches a densely connected subitizing network (DSN) to predict the number of instances and a densely connected fully convolutional network (DFCN) for salient region detection. Then, an adaptive deep feature-based spectral clustering operation combines the subitizing and saliency maps to generate promising instance-level salient object segmentation results [25] . The proposed salient instance segmentation task is divided into three subtasks: saliency detection, subitizing prediction, and clustering of the salient instances.
First, we use a DSN to perform salient object subitizing. We were motivated to use a subitizing model to segment salient instances by Zhang et al. [24] . The fully connected layer of DenseNet is applied to predict the number of instances, and the accuracy rate of this approach is better than that of GoogleNet, which was applied in [24] . Second, we extend DenseNet [26] to our DFCN by adding upsampling layers. It is worth noting that a fully convolutional network (FCN) is regarded as a CNN extension that recovers the full resolution of the input images, while CNNs are appropriate for image classification prediction tasks [27] . To reduce the resolution loss and retain the multiscale features from the downsampling path, we build skip connections between the downsampling and upsampling paths. In addition, a fully connected Conditional Random Field (CRF) works as a pixelwise refined model to purify the salient region maps [28] . Our network outputs full-resolution salient maps with high accuracy and outperforms other state-of-the-art methods. We provide salient region detection result comparisons in Section IV. Third, the subitizing operation provides support for the initial number of clusters k of the spectral clustering algorithm. Therefore, spectral clustering can be used to merge the salient region maps and perform subitizing to output the final results. To improve the spectral clustering effectiveness, the deep features of DFCN are extracted as input to the spectral clustering algorithm. In addition, we apply the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm to the clustering process, which boosts the instance edge segmentation effect during the kmeans spectral clustering step [29] . At the clustering step in spectral clustering, we adopt a k-means algorithm that improves the selection of initial clustering centers. The proposed MDNN achieves excellent performance and surpasses all the existing methods when applied to the only available salient instance segmentation dataset (dataset1K) in [18] . Moreover, our saliency model outperforms other state-of-the-art models on public salient object detection datasets. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a multitask densely connected neural network (MDNN) to address the challenging salient instance segmentation task. The proposed method is proposal-free and category-independent, which improve the robustness of the algorithm. • A subitizing process is adopted to predict the number of instances using a DSN instead of region proposal methods. Moreover, we detect salient objects by upgrading DenseNet to a DFCN that produces accurate, fullresolution saliency maps. • We apply an adaptive spectral clustering operation to produce the final salient instances. We improve the adjacency matrix W of spectral clustering by adding multiscale deep features, which improves the resulting performance. In addition, we develop an adaptive quantile strategy instead of using random selection that allows us to flexibly and automatically select the initial clustering centers. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related works. Section III describes the theoretical basis and the architecture of the proposed method. Section IV presents the experimental comparisons and discussions. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Thanks to the deep convolutional neural networks that have been developed for salient object detection, the current salient object segmentation method is good enough to function as an intermediate process for salient instance segmentation [30] . However, due to the category-independent nature of salient object segmentation, salient instance segmentation cannot be regarded as simply a subbranch of instance segmentation. To understand the task of salient instance segmentation, in essence, we can consider salient object detection, instancelevel semantic segmentation and salient instance segmentation as three different types of image segmentation problems.
A. Salient object detection
Salient object detection is usually divided into two phases: the first phase detects the most salient regions in the image, and the second phase accurately segments salient objects from the salient regions [31] . Liu et al. [32] and Achanta et al. [33] presented salient region detection as an outgrowth of the binary object segmentation problem. Traditional salient object detection depends primarily on traditional machine learning methods such as bottom-up and top-down methods based on multilevel features [34] [38] . Li et al. introduced semantic features into a multitask convolutional network to assist in salient object detection [39] . These latest end-toend networks improve both accuracy and efficiency compared to the earlier traditional methods. Using newer neural network models, the salient object detection problem can be determined using a fully convolutional neural network similar to semantic segmentation. The proposed multitask densely connected neural network (MDNN) sets the output layer of the DFCN to two channels, which respectively classify the salient regions and background in the image.
B. Instance-Aware semantic segmentation
The earlier instance-aware semantic segmentation is defined as a multitask operation consisting of object detection and semantic segmentation. The limitation of this task is that object detection estimates the bounding boxes only by using segmentation methods, and semantic segmentation simply predicts the category of each pixel. To overcome this constraint, Hariharan et al. presented simultaneous detection and segmentation (SDS) to detect all instances of a category in an image [40] . Subsequently, Dai et al. used a multitask cascade network to detect the proposals and then extracted contours to classify the objects [41] . In [42] , the authors proposed a model named instance-sensitive fully convolutional networks that integrate feature proposals in different locations into a complete mask, which is different from traditional FCNs. In particular, a Mask R-CNN framework was presented to promote the Faster R-CNN architecture by adding a branch to predict an object mask [43] , [44] . Despite the relatively fast development of semantic instance segmentation, these frameworks rely on defined categories. In contrast, for categoryindependent salient instance segmentation, it is unnecessary to predefine classes before segmentation.
C. Salient instance segmentation
Salient object detection should must be able to solve two problems: they must be able to determine the number of objects and detect the location of each object, both of which are important aspects of salient instance segmentation. Zhang et al. utilized a CNN to generate salient object proposals and predicted the proposal locations with a subset optimization framework based on the maximum a posteriori principle [45] . This approach promoted the salient objects from region-level to instance-level; thus, each instance could correspond to a bounding box for the first time. Li et al. were the first to address the instance-level salient object segmentation task [18] . The developed method used the multiscale refinement network (MSRNet) to produce the saliency maps and contour maps and then used subset optimization to refine the number of proposals. A fully connected CRF performed postprocessing to generate the final results. In addition, they compiled a new dataset for salient instance segmentation. However, their method depended heavily on the CRF process for edge detection, and the quality of the optimization proposals was affected by the subset optimization.Recently, Fan et al. proposed an end-to-end neural network to solve the problem of salient instance segmentation, called S4Net [21] . The method first used a single-shot object detector to detect the approximate position of the instances, and proposed to use a ternary masking instead of the traditional binary masking, which is similar to the center-around difference theory in the saliency detection [46] .
All the above-mentioned works depend on region proposals to locate and predict the number of instances. However, this approach is both inefficient and complicated due to the number of proposals generated and the need to execute post- Fig. 3 is the schema of the SE block. X and X represent the original feature and the recalibration of feature respectively. r is the reduction ratio, which value is set to 16 in this paper. processing steps. To avoid this negative effect, we propose a proposal-free multitask NN framework to generate the salient instance segmentation results. Performing subitizing instead of the proposal method can boost the robustness of the final results.
III. PROPOSAL-FREE SALIENT INSTANCE SEGMENTATION
A. Overall framework Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed proposal-free salient instance segmentation method. The framework consists of three main processes. (1) a densely connected subitizing network (DSN) that predicts the number of instances; (2) a densely connected fully convolutional network (DFCN) that performs salient region detection; and (3) adaptive spectral clustering using deep features to perform salient instance segmentation. Given an input image, we first use the DSN to predict the number of salient instances. The proposed DFCN is tailored to perform salient region detection. By extending the upsampling layers in the network and adding skip connections between the downsampling and upsampling paths the DFCN achieves a better pixelwise salient detection capability. A fully connected CRF [47] is adopted as a postprocessor to refine the salient region maps produced by the DFCN. Then, salient instances are segmented from the subitizing and salient regions based on adaptive spectral clustering.
B. Densely connected subitizing network for instance-number prediction
The main idea of the proposal-free method is to use salient object subitizing instead of an object region proposal method. Although object proposal methods locate the objects and estimate the number of instances by optimizing the number of bounding boxes, subitizing can directly predict the number of salient objects from the salient regions already located by the salient region detection task [48] . In other words, optimized object proposals may include nonsalient objects, while in contrast, subitizing directly predicts the salient number of objects. However, background distraction is usually the main challenge, which causes detection errors [49] . Since Zhang et al. [24] proposed salient object subitizing, the operation has been neither widely advanced nor widely applied thus far. In light of the concept of instance-level salient object segmentation, it is appropriate to use subitizing to accurately enumerate the number of instances.
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the DSN in the proposed MDNN is to predict the number of instances in an input image. Different from the way AlexNet and GoogleNet in SOS predicted the number of salient objects [50] , we construct the DSN based on DenseNet. Compared with AlexNet and GoogleNet, DenseNet requires fewer parameters and preserves richer features based on how it performs concatenation [26] . More importantly, we embed the SE (Squeeze-and-Excitation) block for improving the representational power of the densely subitizing network by explicitly modelling the interdependencies between the channels of its convolutional features. The detailed DSN structure for subitizing is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In our work, the subitizing task is viewed as a classification problem. First, we resize the input image to 224 × 224 to adapt the image to the downsampling process. The size of the initial convolution kernel is 7 × 7 with a stride of 2. Followed by a 3 × 3 max pooling layer, the first SE block is connected, which is illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 3 . It is designed to improve the representational capacity of a network by enabling it to perform dynamic channelwise feature recalibration. We consider the input features X ∈ R H * W * C as X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x c ] where X i ∈ R H * W is the i-th channel of X and C is the total channel number. Firstly, the global average pooling is worked on each x i to obtain a channel-wise feature vector v ∈ R C . Then, two fully connected (FC) layers are used to capture channelwise dependencies. Like [51] , we encode the channel-wise feature vector by forming a bottleneck with two FC layers around the non-linearity to limit model complexity and aid generalization. After adjusting the channel weight by the sigmoid operation, the output features are adapted to the inputspecific descriptor v. the Squeeze-and-Excitation process is described as:
where η refers to the ReLU function, ϕ refers to sigmoid operation, f c refers to FC layers, W 1 ∈ R c r ×c and W 2 ∈ R c× c r . The parameter W 1 is used to reduce the dimension of the feature and W 2 is worked to recover the dimension of the feature for adapting the next layer. The reduction ratio r in W 1 and W 2 is an important hyperparameter. According to [51] , r is set to 16 for all experiments in this paper. We added a total of 7 SE blocks in the structure of DSN.
Followed by the first SE block, the feature X is transmitted to the dense block which embrace 6 layers. Each layer in the dense block contains a 1×1 convolutional layer followed by a 2 × 2 average pooling layer. The main advantage of this DSN lies in how it performs concatenation manner; it connects each layer to every other layer in a feed-forward fashion [26] . Given that a dense block contains L layers, we define a nonlinear transformation H l (·) as a successive composite function. The function embraces three operations: batch normalization (BN) [52] , a rectified linear unit (ReLU) [53] and a 3×3 convolution [26] . We assume that x l is the output of the l-th layer, which is defined as:
where [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ..., x l−1 ] represents the series of connected feature maps. This type of connectivity pattern alleviates feature loss and encourages feature reuse. As shown in Fig. 3 , the proposed network has four dense blocks, each of which embeds 6, 12, 48 and 32 layers, respectively. The feature map sizes produced in these four dense blocks are 56 × 56, 28 × 28, 14 × 14 and 7 × 7, respectively. In addition, we insert three transitional layers between two contiguous dense blocks composed of 1 × 1 convolution followed by 2 × 2 average pooling. At the end of the network, the classification layer consists of a 7 × 7 average pool, a 1000-D fully connected layer and a 4-D fully connected layer. Normally, the human visual system is able to consider only up to 4 salient instances simultaneously without thinking [49] . Using the dataset from [18] , we do not know how many salient instance images to identify, so we set the last FC layer to 4-D to predict 1, 2, 3 and 4+ salient instances in the image data.
C. Densely connected fully convolutional network for salient region detection
The goal of the salient region detection task is to label the salient and interesting regions from the image [32] . Because the final mission is to segment the salient instances, it is important for the salient detection procedure to produce precise salient regions. We proposed the densely connected fully convolutional network (DFCN) to detect salient regions; this network was inspired by DenseNet and FCNs [27] .
The DFCN is described in Fig. 4 . The framework pipeline looks similar to a U-shape after adding the deconvolution process based on DenseNet [54] . The proposed DFCN takes advantage of the concatenation process in the dense blocks to build an FCN-like architecture for generating saliency maps of arbitrary sizes. To further preserve the downsampling layer features, we build bridges between the upsampling and downsampling layers called "skip connections" to ameliorate the resolution loss and boost the completeness of the feature at the upsampling step.
Given an input image, the size of the first convolution is 3 × 3; and 5 dense blocks are concatenated with the same number of transition layers. The transition layers are structured the same as those in DenseNet, but the number of layers in the dense blocks are different, with 4, 5, 7 10 and 12 layers, respectively. The bottom of the network embeds a 15-layer dense block followed by an upsampling layer. An upsampling operation consisting of a 3 × 3 transposed convolution with a stride of 2. The upsampling path is used not only to recover the input spatial resolutions but also to upsample the feature maps. The output of the upsampling layer is combined with the features from the skip connections to form the input of the next dense block. In the upsampling path, the dense block corresponds to the downsampling path, and the upsampling layer compensates for the pooling operation in the transition layers. The input to the last dense block consists of the summed information from all the previous dense blocks. Following a 1 × 1 convolution, a softmax layer is used to provide the salient region maps.
Because the FCN-based salient region segmentation result is coarse and does not delineate the object borders, we use the fully connected CRFs to refine the segmentation prediction results [47] . Each pixel in the salient object map is further finely classified into labels of salient region or background by employing the energy function of CRF:
where S represents a salient object map for all pixels, and P (s i ) is the probability of pixel x i belonging to the label s i , which indicates the saliency likelihood of pixel x i . The pairwise cost ϕ p (s i , s j ) for two labels s i and s j is defined as:
where ω 1 and ω 2 indicate the relative weights corresponding to the two parts of Eq. (4). The first part represents the appearance kernel, and the second part quantifies the smoothness kernel. The hyperparameters θ α , θ β and θ γ are the standard deviation values that control the Gaussian kernels; p i and p j are the position vectors; and I i , I j are the respective RGB vectors of the pixels x i and x j . In this paper, we set the values of ω 1 , ω 2 , θ α , θ β and θ γ to 30, 30, 61, 13 and 1, respectively. The model causes the fully connected CRF to enforce the structural consistency of the segmentation output and refines the areas to generate smoother contours [55] . As shown in the example in Fig. 4 , compared to the prediction map, the handle of the handbag is both finer and more accurate after the CRF process. It is essential to detect the salient regions precisely to improve the next instance segmentation.
D. Salient instance clustering
When a known number of instances exist, it is natural to consider using a clustering algorithm to perform salient instance segmentation. Spectral clustering based on the graph model can produce more accurate and effective results than other, simpler clustering algorithms [56] . The number of instances predicted by the DSN indicates a reasonable cluster number for the k value used in spectral clustering. In this phase, we utilize the features extracted from the DFCN during the spectral clustering instead of the low-level features. In addition, the pixels in the input image are replaced by the superpixels generated by the SLIC algorithm and used during the clustering process [29] . In general, k-means clustering is the last procedure in spectral clustering. Considering the drawbacks of using the local minimum to select the initial clustering centers, we also use fractile points to determine the initial clustering centers instead of simply making random selections.
First, we overlay the original image with the salient region map and use that as the input image to isolate the salient regions and mitigate background influence. Second, we found that the instances are segmented integrally and simply when the number of superpixels is set to between 200 and 300 [27] ; consequently, all the pixels in the input image are classified into superpixels with a size of 250. After the preprocessing step, we construct a single graph G = (V, E), where V consists of the nodes in the input image and E is a set of undirected edges [57] . The affinity matrix is defined by
where λ is a parameter to control the spatial distance, which is set to 3 in our implementation. d i − d j is the Euclidean distance between pixel i and j. The parameter σ 2 controls how rapidly the affinity ω ij declines with the distance between c i and c j , and we set σ 2 to 10 [26] . c i and c j denote the means of the superpixels corresponding to two nodes in the feature map produced by DFCN. We extract 6 candidate deep features in DFCN and resize those feature maps so that their size corresponds with the input image; the locations of 6 feature maps are shown in Fig. 4 . We discussed the effectiveness of different feature maps working on the spectral clustering in Section IV-B. Given image X, where all the superpixels are represented by (v 1 , v 2 , , v n ), the degree matrix is D = diag{d 11 , , d nn }, d ii = j ω ij . In conjunction with D, we find the smallest k eigenvalues using D −1/2 LD −1/2 and then generate the corresponding eigenvectors U . Finally, k-means clustering is used to cluster the eigenvectors U and obtain the salient instance segmentation results. The traditional k-means clustering algorithm randomly selects k pixel points from an image to be the initial cluster centers. However, randomly selecting initial cluster centers can cause the clustering process to become stuck in local minima, which prevents the salient instances from being completely segmented. Therefore, we use the fractile concept to find the initial cluster centers and avoid the negative influence of random selection on the final results. Following statistical methods, we arrange all the values from small to large and divide them into four equal parts. The values at the three split points are the quartiles. Thus, we divide all the pixels of the eigenvectors U into k equal parts from small to large and adopt the center point of each part as the initial cluster center. The method provides some guidance when selecting the initial cluster centers. First, we arrange all the pixels of an image in ascending order based on their values into the characteristic matrix U . Second, we let Q be a fractile of this vector, where Q = Q 1 , Q 2 , , Q i . The value of Q i is calculated as follows:
where k is the number of clusters, and U is the vector of the characteristic matrix arranged by ascending values. When the value of k is 4, we will obtain four fractiles: Q 1 ,Q 2 ,Q 3 ,and Q 4 . These Q values are what we adopt for the cluster centers. It is both convenient to assign the initial pixels through this initial guidance method and it also enhances the stability of salient instance segmentation. The major procedures by adaptive spectral clustering method are summarized in Algorithm 1.
E. Implementation Details
In this section, we present more details regarding the training phase of MDNN. We employed a weighted crossentropy function as the loss function to train the network, which is actuated as follows:
whereŷ c i denotes the probability of pixel i belonging to class c (c = 4 in the DSN and c = 2 in the DFCN), and y c i indicates the ground truth label for pixel i. Because we use separate training sets for the two subtask networks, the parameters of these two networks cannot be shared. Both networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent
Algorithm 1 Salient Instance Clustering
Input: An image, the corresponding salient object map and a subitizing k 1: Refine the image to filter out the background depending on the saliency map. 2: Segment the image produced in step 1 into superpixels and build a graph G. 3: The feature map extracted by the DFCN is embed to compute the degree matrix D and affinity matrix W using Eq. (5). 4: Calculate the normalized Laplace matrix and add the number of instances k to obtain the corresponding eigenvectors U . 5: Use the improved k-means clustering to classify the eigenvectors U and resize the label map by the pixel list in the SLIC algorithm to obtain the salient instance results. Output: The salient instance segmentation map, in which each instance is represented by one label.
(SGD) [58] . During the training phase, the weight decay is empirically set to 5×10 −4 , and the momentum is 0.95 without dampening. For the DSN, the initial learning rate is set to 0.001, which is then divided by a factor of 0.1 every 7 epochs. The weight decay is applied to the weights in the convolution and fully connected layers. In addition, we use a mini-batch size of 8 for 100 epochs. In DFCN, the learning rate is set to 10 −7 , and the weight decay is applied only to the convolution weights. Different from the DSN, the mini-batch size is set to 6 for 100 epochs. The entire procedure is repeated iteratively for training.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we thoroughly explain the details of the experimental process and evaluate the results of various procedures on different performance metrics, including subitizing, salient region detection and salient instance segmentation tasks. To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we execute our MDNN method on several public datasets and compare it equitably with the state-of-the-art methods equitably. In addition, we analyze the different strategies used in our approach and adopt the optimal solutions in the subsequent experiments. Finally, we discuss a set of experimental results using qualitative and quantitative criteria.
A. Experimental settings
As described in Section III-C, our proposed MDNN is implemented in the PyTorch framework on 2 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPUs with 22 GB of memory. Because none of the existing image datasets contain both subitizing and salient object maps, the subnetworks cannot all be trained together; thus, their parameters cannot be optimized simultaneously. In the experiment, we use 500 images for training, 200 for validation and 300 for testing from the index of dataset1k. Before using the dataset1k, we labeled the number of instances for the subitizing task to reflect the ground-truth. Because the sole available salient instance segmentation dataset1k contains only 500 images for training, we extended the training set by adding the datasets SOS [24] and MSRA-B [59] for the subitizing and salient region detection subnetworks, respectively. For the DSN, the SOS dataset, which includes 13,707 images proposed by Zhang et al. [24] , was added for training. For fair comparison, we generated synthetic images to train the CNN model before fine-tuning on the real data, which is same as [24] . Besides, we resized all the images and groundtruth maps to 256×256 and randomly cropped the region into a 224×224 square image. During validation, the images were resized to 224 × 224 regardless of their original aspect ratios. For the DFCN, we combined the MSRA-B (5000 images) into the training sets [59] . Different from the previous network, we resized the images to 340 × 340 and randomly cropped the regions into 300 × 300 square images. The MDNN is finetuned by flipping the training sets horizontally at a probability of 0.5, and we did not perform any random augmentations during validation. Training the two subtask networks takes approximately 7 hours for the DSN and approximately 10 hours for the DFCN. During the test phase, it requires approximately 0.8 seconds per image to produce a salient region map and determine the number of instances and another 0.5 seconds to segment the instances using the proposed spectral clustering on a 340×340 test image. The overall time cost is 1.3 seconds per image, which is considerably less than MSRNet [18] , which requires more than 20 seconds per image. 
B. Results and comparisons
Ablation Study: To investigate the effectiveness of different structures in our method, we conduct the ablation study. First, to verify the most appropriate basic network structures, we trained four candidate models based on DenseNet [26] , named DenseNet-121, DenseNet-161, DenseNet-169 and DenseNet-201. These models have different numbers of layers in the dense blocks [26] . All the compared models are trained with the same settings as our DSN. Their average precision (AP) results are listed in Table. I, which shows that our DSN achieves the best performance in terms of the AP on the test images. DenseNet-121 performs the worst because it has fewer layer in its dense blocks. The other two models exhibit similar performances behind our network. DenseNet-201 achieved 77.5% of the AP scores which is better than other version of DenseNet, consequently we choose DenseNet-201 as the backbone of DSN.
The good performance of DSN is also benefited by inserting the SE block. In order to further improve the performance, we experiment two ways to embed the SE blocks in DSN: insert them within the dense block or append them to head and tail of each dense block. The results of different connection modes using SOS dataset are displayed in Table. II. We can see that the connection mode of inter-SE is generally better than the intra-SE mode no matter how many instances in a scene. Finally, we choose the inter-SE mode that make the SE block is appended to head and tail of each dense block in DSN.
In addition, to evaluate the performance of different feature maps in the spectral clustering operation, we also test six feature maps extracted from DFCN to generate the final salient instance segmentation. The marked number of feature maps corresponds to Fig. 4 , feature map 1, 2 and 3 belongs to the front of DFCN and feature map 4, 5 and 6 comes from the latter layers of DFCN. As we know that the first few layers of features extracted by the DFCN includes relatively more low-level features, while latter maps contain more high-level features. In this experiment, we added these feature maps in the spectral clustering to obtain the performance metrics AP r @0.5 and AP r @0.7 (Eq. (10)) reported in Table. III. Table. III shows that the feature map 6 achieves the beat results. It also demonstrates that the latter feature maps have higher AP r scores than the former features. The reason is the input feature to the dense block in DFCN consists of the summed information from all the previous dense blocks, so the latter map contains more abundant feature including lowlevel and high-level features.
Evaluation of subitizing: To evaluate the number of instances, we first input 300 test images from the index of dataset1k to the DSN. To demonstrate the accuracy of the predicted subitizing, Fig. 5 shows a confusion matrix for the distribution of the results by the DSN. Different from TABLE IV: Comparison of maximum F-measure (larger is better), MAE scores (smaller is better), S-measure (larger is better) and E-measure (larger is better). The best three scores in each row are shown in red, blue, and green, respectively. SOS [20] , the DSN excludes the number 0 because dataset1K have no image without a salient object. The matrix presents the percentage of results compared to the ground truth. The recall value is stable and is as expected when the number of instances is below 4. The accuracy rate for category 1 was the highest (98%). The recall values for categories 2 and 3 are stable and exhibit a gradual downward trend. When the images contain 4 or more objects, the accuracy decreases to (51%). It is interesting to note that most incorrect results are located near correct results. This finding demonstrates that we can continue to segment the corresponding number of instances while losing few instances. It is worth noting that the prediction ratio for category 1 in the 4+ images is (10%), which can be interpreted as one object of the image being substantially larger than the other 3 objects, causing the algorithm to fail to count them correctly.
To further demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm, we tested the DSN on the SOS dataset (with 13,707 images) compared with the CNN-Syn-FT model provided by Zhang et al. [24] .To ensure a fair comparison, we used the two-stage fine-tuning scheme with the real and synthetic image data to train DSN. For pre-training using the synthetic images, we generated 34,000 for each number in 1−4 as same as [24] . In addition, DSN training and testing parameters were conducted in line with those of the CNN-Syn-FT. Table. V shows the average precision scores. We can see that DSN is comprehensive superior to CNN-Syn-FT and the mean AP scores of our network is 5 percentage points better than CNN-Syn-FT. Especially, its accuracy scores on category 3 is higher than CNN-Syn-FT about 11 percent.
Evaluation of salient region detection: The salient region detection task has a direct impact on the salient instance segmentation results. To validate the performance of DFCN, we conducted experiments on four publicly available benchmark datasets annotated with pixelwise ground-truth labeling: DUT-OMRON [57] , ECSSD [59] , MSRA-B [32] , SOD [60] and SED2 [60] . For these experiments, we adopted four of the most representative evaluation metrics to evaluate the salient region maps. The first metric is the F-measure, which evaluates the quality of salient region maps after binarizing them using a specific threshold. The F-measure is computed as follows:
and β 2 was set to 0.3 [61] . In this experiment, we used the maximum F-measure (maxF) instead of the average Fmeasure (aveF) because of the adaptive threshold. The second metric is mean absolute error (MAE), which reflects the mean pixelwise difference between the saliency map and the ground truth [62] and is calculated as
where S and G denote the saliency map and the ground truth, respectively. W and H are the image size parameters. This metric of assessing the salient regions compared with the ground truth is intended to reflect the salient instance detection quality. A smaller MAE value denotes better quality prediction results. The two other metrics are structure measure (S-measure) [63] and Enhanced measure (E-measure) [64] , which have added to serve as the supplement of the F-measure and MAE. The higher that S-measure and E-measure are, the better results are the methods. For comparison with other salient region detection methods, we performed a horizontal evaluation with 12 classic or stateof-the-art methods, including GC [65] , GMR [58] , DRFI [66] , FT [59] , BMS [37] , MDF [10] , MTDNN [39] , DCL [28] , MSRNet [18] , DSS [67] , PAGR [68] and [69] . Among these methods, the first five are implemented based on traditional machine learning, while the rest of approaches operate using deep learning models. We conducted the experiments by executing the publicly available source code provided by the original authors. Table. IV shows the results from our DFCN compared with those of the other methods on the metrics w.r.t maxF, MAE, S-measure and E-measure on five benchmark datasets. Clearly, DFCN performs stably and favorably when compared to the state-of-the-art methods in most cases. More specifically, the proposed network performs best with regard to the MAE value, which is highly important for the salient instance detection task. On a macro level, the deep-learning approaches achieve better performances than do the traditional machine learning methods. In addition, the last column in Table. IV reports the results after CRF [47] , which comprehensively improves the earlier results measurements whether considering any one of the metrics; however, the magnitudes of the increases are not large. Evaluation of salient instance segmentation: Because salient instance segmentation is a new and challenging task, few performance measures exist to perform a quantitative verification. Therefore, to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for salient instance segmentation, we refer to the metrics for semantic segmentation provided by [40] . Different from the mean average precision (MAP) for semantic segmentation, salient object instances are independent of category; consequently, we adopt the AP r metric instead of the M AP r metric at intersection-over-union (IoU) scores of 0.5 to 0.9. Taking the threshold of IoU at 0.5 as an example, we first need to calculate the per image precision of each instance from the dataset. Fixing the precision value at IoU > 0.5, the sum of these precision values divided by the number of all ground-truth instances obtains the AP r at 0.5 IoU scores. This operation is followed by the following calculation:
where K is the number of instances in which the value of IoU is greater than 0.5, and N denotes the total number of ground-truth instances in the dataset. Due to datasets limitations, we adopted only the dataset including 1,000 images provided by [18] . We used the published results on the dataset1K test set directly; all the other settings were the same as those used in [18] to ensure a fair comparison. We report the results of the AP r of the metrics with IoU scores of 0.5 to 0.9 predicted by the state-of-theart methods in Table. VI. The proposed method performs better than MSRNet [18] and S4Net [21] when segmenting the salient instances, especially when the AP r metric is greater than the IoU score of 0.6. due to the related code of [18] is not available, we cannot get its results of AP r metric.
The detailed AP r scores for different numbers of instances per image by S4Net [21] and our method are listed in Table. VII, it reveals that the performances showed a downward trend as the number of instances in the images increased. Comparing with S4Net, our results outperform against them generally, while the AP r @0.5 score for the number of 4+ instances is smaller than [21] . We can clearly see that using the Non-maximum Suppression (NMS) method to estimate the number of proposals is not stable enough compared with DSN. The Table. VII also illustrates that the accuracy rate of the subitizing prediction has a positive influence on the salient instance segmentation. Overall, the performance of MDNN is as expected and it outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
We also qualitatively evaluated our method on the salient instance segmentation dataset. Fig. 6 visualizes the predicted salient instance segmentation results using our approach. Due to the lack of published code for the only related work (MSRNet [18]), we were not able to visually compare the results with those of any existing method. Instead, we chose representative segmentation results for analysis in Fig. 6 . To be consistent with the ground truth, the segmented instances are labeled with different colors corresponding to the ground truth. The proposed approach achieves satisfactory performance regardless of how complicated the original images are. The first three rows show instances that have similar internal features and are close together in one image. The fourth row shows two overlapping instances with complex color and texture features; however, the proposed method still segments them effectively. The middle rows show some images with messy backgrounds, and the instances are confused by the background. For example, in the fifth row, the woman is wearing a dark-colored coat and partially blends in with the tall tree behind her. In addition, the color of the sheep in the three last row image blends with the rocks and trees in the background. Other segmentation results reveal other challenging cases, including occlusions, diverse phenotypes and different views. The salient instances are segmented distinctly and consistently with the ground truth annotations.
Visual Comparison: We also qualitatively evaluated our method and S4Net [21] on the salient instance segmentation dataset. Fig. 6 visualizes the predicted salient instance segmentation results and we chose representative segmentation results for analysis. To be consistent with the ground truth, the segmented instances are labeled with different colors corresponding to the ground truth. The proposed approach achieves satisfactory performance regardless of how complicated the original images are. Compared to S4Net [21] , our method gets the better segmentation results which are Fig. 6 : Examples of salient instance segmentation results by the proposed method and S4Net [21] . In each image, the different colors indicate different instances.
closer to the ground truth, especially when the number of instances is below 3. To be specific, the first three rows show the performance of different methods when the number of instances is 1. We can see it very intuitively that the proposed model can predict the number of instances accurately while S4Net generated unsatisfactory results because of estimating the number of instances incorrectly [21] . The followed four rows show instances that have similar internal features and are close together in one image. The eighth and ninth rows show two overlapping instances with complex color and texture features; however, the proposed method still segments them effectively. The followed rows show some images with messy backgrounds, and the instances are confused by the background. For example, in the fourth from the bottom row, the woman is wearing a dark-colored coat and partially blends in with the tall tree behind her. In addition, the color of the birds in the three last row image blends with the rocks and trees in the background. Other segmentation results reveal other challenging cases, including occlusions, diverse phenotypes and different views. The salient instances of our method are segmented distinctly and consistently with the ground truth annotations. In contrast, the effectiveness of S4Net [21] is slightly inferior to the proposed method. it reports that our novel method is highly suitable for solving the salient instance segmentation task. However, the lack of datasets id an urgent problem that limits the generalizability of our approach.
Some segmentation failure examples are shown in Fig. 7 . These examples illustrate that some results were segmented unsatisfactorily because of an incorrect number of instances. Inaccurate salient regions can also lead to errors for the final instances, such as the results in the third and fifth rows. In addition, the image in the third row has diverse instance types, and the entire scene is chaotic, which can cause inexact results. When the instances are too small, the adaptive deep feature-based spectral clustering neglects them, which leads to segmentation failure. We plan to address these failure examples to handle tough instances in future work.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Salient instance segmentation is a new and challenging task that is an extension of salient region detection. Thus far, limited research has been conducted for salient instance segmentation since the first work by Li et al. [18] . In this paper, we introduced a proposal-free method that performs salient instance segmentation. Rather than using region proposal methods, the proposal-free network, named MDNN, incorporates the DSN and the DFCN. The MDNN can directly predict the salient regions and the number of instances in a category-independent manner. Adaptive spectral clustering is applied to the feature maps extracted from the DFCN to generate the final salient instances. The experimental results show that the proposed method achieves significant improvements for salient instance segmentation. More concretely, the subtask networks that perform saliency region detection and the subitizing perform well against most previous state-of-theart methods. In the future, we plan to expand the instancelevel salient object datasets and produce more appropriate evaluation metrics for measuring the quality of the final salient instance results. 
